Today:

- Last Class!
- Final Presentations Recap
- Announcements
- Reflections
- Team Videos
- Carpe Diem
Final Presentation Recap:

- All were very good

- Thanks to Joe and Crawford

- Come a long way…
Team 1: Team Orion
Team 1: Team Orion
Team 2: Space Core
Team 2: Space Core

Owens, Ciocanu, Akimoto-Miller, Hak, Kim, Sarinana, and Walker
Team 3: Roccat Express
Team 5: Red October
Team 5: Red October
Team 6: Fault in our Star
Team 7: Rad Sat 3000
Team 8: Seal Team Six
Presentation Feedback:
Presentation Feedback:
Presentation Feedback:
Presentation Feedback:
Presentation Feedback:
Presentation Feedback:
Final Presentation Recap:
Final Presentation Recap:

- Something troubling however

- I know for a fact, some of you left before then end

- But...

- Signing for other is considered cheating in my book
- I **LOATHE** cheaters
- I make the time to find them if there is evidence
- If you signed for someone on the attendance sheet, you have until end of the day to turn yourself in
- After that, I will find you
Announcements:

Final Grades by Friday, 12/19 4 PM

Still in play
- Final Report DD Rev D (7.5%)
- HW 10 (~1%)
- Community Service (5%)
- Final Team Eval (7.5%)

Extra Credit
- Spatial Visualization
- Team Video
- Possible Final Exam Event
Announcements:

- HW #10 due today

- Final Team Evals due now

- Class Surveys due now (end of class OK), please give forms to Kelsey

- Final Reports (Design Document Rev D) 1:30 PM December 15, 2014

- Flight Data and Flight Code due now
Announcements:

- Hardware turn in is at end of class today

- Need everything given or bought by me

- Unreturned hardware will affect team’s final grade until turned in
Announcements:

Website Updates…
- DD Rev Comments up on Tuesday night
- Pictures, presentations, data, code, etc are in process
- Sorry for the delays
Announcements:

- Community Service forms and presentations due due Monday, December 15, 2014 at 8:00 AM

- Presentations will take place in DLC 1B70 (soldering)

- Template change = 60 seconds not 90 seconds to present

- 60 x 62 = 3720 seconds = 62 minutes

- Bring completed form with picture and attachments to event on December 15, 2014
Final Exam Update:

- There will be an **optional** Extra Credit Exam after Community Service Presentations

- Approximately 2:45 to 4:00 PM

- Details will be revealed after presentations

- Who is interested?
Reflections

Click for a look back video
Click for a look back slides

Colorado Space Grant Consortium
Final Word

You’ll Never...
Team Videos

Colorado Space Grant Consortium
Carpe Diem

Colorado Space Grant Consortium